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An analysis is carried out for the steady 2-D mixed convection flow adjacent to a
stretching vertical sheet immersed in an incompressible electrically conducting
micropolar fluid. The stretching velocity and the surface temperature are assumed
to vary linearly with the distance from the leading edge. The governing partial dif-
ferential equations are transformed into a system of ordinary differential equa-
tions, which is then solved numerically using a finite difference scheme known as
theKellerboxmethod. The effectsof magneticand materialparameterson theflow
and heat transfer characteristics are discussed. It is found that the magnetic field
reducesboththeskinfrictioncoefficientandtheheattransferrateatthesurfacefor
anygivenK and l.Conversely,bothofthemincreaseasthematerialparameterin-
creasesforfixedvaluesofMand l.
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Introduction
Sakiadis [1, 2] was the first to investigate the boundary layer flow past a moving solid
surface of a viscous fluid with a constant velocity. Later, the numerical results of Sakiadis were
confirmed by Tsou et al. [3] analytically and experimentally. Since then many researchers have
considered various physical effects of this problem in Newtonian fluid [4-10]. In recent years,
the flow and heat transfer over a stretching sheet immersedin a Newtonian fluid in the presence
of magnetic field has received great attention because of its important applications in metallur-
gical industry which involves the cooling of continuous strips and filaments drawn through a
quiescent fluid [11-19]. However, manyindustrial processes involve non-Newtonian fluid such
as paints, lubricants, blood, polymers, colloidal fluids, and suspension fluids which cannot be
described by traditional Newtonian fluid. Therefore, to investigate those fluids, the researchers
applied the theory of micropolar fluid that was first formulated by Eringen [20, 21]. This theory
is capable to describe those fluids by taking into account the effect arising from local structure
andmicro-motionsofthefluidelements.Sincethepublication ofEringen'smicropolarfluidthe-
ory,manyauthors [22-31] have investigated various flowand heat transfer problems.Extensive
reviews of the theory and applications can be found in the review articles by Ariman et al. [32,
33] and the recent books by Lukaszewicz [34] and Eringen [35]. Rahman and Sattar [36] ana-
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* Corresponding author; e-mail: anuar_mi@ukm.mylyzed the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) convective flow of a micropolar fluid past a continu-
ously moving vertical porous plate in the presence of heat generation/absorption. Eldabe and
Ouaf [37] studied the heat and mass transfer past a stretching horizontal surface immersedin an
electrically conduction fluid which are solved numerically using Chebyshev finite difference
method. Chen [38] considered the problem of MHD flow and heat transfer of an electrically
conducting of a non-Newtonian power-law fluid past a stretching sheet in the presence of a
transverse magnetic field. Recently, Ishak et al. [39] studied the steady 2-D MHD stagnation
point flow towards a stretching sheet with variable surface temperature. Motivated by the
above-mentioned investigations, the present paper considers the problem of hydromagnetic
flowand heat transfer past astretching vertical sheet immersedin an incompressible micropolar
fluid.
Problem formulation
Consider a steady, 2-D mixed convection flow adjacent to a stretching vertical sheet
immersed in an incompressible electrically conducting micropolar fluid of temperature T. The
stretching velocity Uw(x) and the surface temperature Tw(x) are assumed to vary linearly with
thedistancexfromtheleadingedge,i.e.Uw(x)=axand Tw(x)=T +bx,whereaandbarecon-
stants with a > 0 and b  0. A uniform magnetic field of strength B is assumed to be applied in
the positive y-direction normal to the stretching sheet. The magnetic Re is assumed to be small,
and thus the induced magnetic field is negligible. The boundary layer equations are:
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subject to the boundary conditions
u=U w(x), v=0 , N=– m¶
¶
u
y
, T=T w(x)a ty=0 ,
u  0, N  0, T  T as y   (5)
where u and v are the velocity components along the x- and y-axes, respectively. Further, m,k,r,
g, a, b, T, j, N, and g are the dynamic viscosity, vortex viscosity (or the microrotation viscosity),
fluiddensity,spingradientviscosity,thermaldiffusivity,thermalexpansioncoefficient,fluidtem-
perature in the boundary layer, microinertia density, microrotation vector, and acceleration due to
gravity,respectively.Itshouldbenotedthat mistheboundaryparameterwith0 m1[40].Fur-
ther, we follow the work of many recent authors by assuming that g =( m + k/2)j = m(1 + K/2)j
where j = u/a [40]. This assumption is invoked to allow the field of equations predicts the correct
behavior in the limiting case when the microstructure effects become negligible and the total spin
N reduces to the angular velocity [41].
The continuity eq. (1) is satisfied by introducing a stream function y such that u =
=yyandv=–y/x.Themomentum,angularmomentumandenergyequationscanbetrans-
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formations:
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The transformed non-linear ordinary differential equations are:
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subject to the boundary conditions eq. (5) which become:
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In the above equations, primes denote differentiation with respect to h, K = k/m is the
materialparameter,u=m/r–thekinematicviscosity,andPr=u/a.
The physical quantities of interest are the skin friction coefficient Cf and the local
Nusselt number (Nux), which are defined as:
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where the wall shear stress tw and the wall heat flux qw are given by:
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with k being the thermal conductivity. Using the similarity variables, eq. (6), we obtain:
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We notice that when K = 0 (viscous fluid) and l = 0 (forced convection flow), eq. (7)
has an exact solution:
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while the solution for the energy eq. (9) is given by:
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wherez=Pr/(1+M),andF(a,b,z)denotestheconfluenthypergeometricfunction[42],with:
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number   q () 0 can be shown by:
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Results and discussion
The non-linear ordinary differential eqs. (7-9) subject to the boundary conditions (10)
have been solved numerically using an implicit finite-difference scheme known as the Keller-
-box method as described in the book by Cebeci and Bradshaw [43], for several values of K, M,
m, and l, while the Pr is fixed to unity. Table 1 shows the values of – q'(0) which show a favor-
able agreement with previously reported data available in the literature.
Figure1presentsthevariation oftheskinfrictioncoefficient f''(0)withl,whilethere-
spective heattransferrateatthesurface–q'(0) isdepicted infig.2.Figures1and2showthatthe
values of f''(0) and –q'(0) increase with l but decrease with increasing values of M.I ti so b -
served that the values of f''(0) are negative for smallvalues of l, which means that the sheet ex-
erts a drag force on the fluid. For larger values of l, f''(0) becomes positive due to stronger
buoyancy force, and for this case, the formation of the boundary layer not depend solely on the
stretchingsheet.Ontheotherhand,thevaluesof–q'(0)arealwayspositive, i.e.theheatistrans-
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Table 1. Values of –q'(0) for different values of K, M and m when Pr=1a n dl =0
KMm Grubka and
Bobba [6] Ali [8] Eq. (16) Present work
0 0
1
1.0000
–
0.9959655
–
1.0000000000
0.8921467957
1.0000
0.8921
1
0
0
0.5
1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0745
1.0484
1.0029
10
0.5
1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.9975
0.9860
0.8873
Figure 1. Variation of f (0) with l for different
values of M when Pr = 1, K =1 ,a n dm = 0.5
Figure 2. Variation of –q'(0) with l for different
values of M when Pr = 1, K =1 ,a n dm = 0.5ferredfromthehotsheettothecoldfluid.Figure3showsthevariationoftheskinfrictioncoeffi-
cient f''(0)withMfordifferent values ofKwhenl=1,whiletheheat transferrateatthesurface
–q'(0) is depicted in fig. 4. For a particular value of K, the values of f''(0) and –q'(0) decrease
with an increase in M. This observation is in agreement with the results presented in figs. 1 and
2. Moreover, the effect of the material parameter K is found to increase the values of f''(0) and
–q'(0).
The influences of the magnetic parameter M on the velocity and temperature profiles
aredepicted in figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Itcan be seen that increasing Misto reduce the veloc-
ity distribution in the boundary layer which results in thinning of the boundary layer thickness,
and hence induces an increase in the absolute value of the velocity gradient at the surface. The
reverse trend is observed for temperature distribution as depicted in fig. 6, where the absolute
value of the temperature gradient at the surface decreases with M. Thus, heat transfer rate at the
surfacedecreases withanincrease inM.Theopposite behaviors areobserved fortheeffectof K
asshowninfigs.7and8.Thesampleofmicrorotationprofilesforvariousvaluesof m,whilethe
other parametersare fixed to unity is presented in fig. 9. Asexpected, the microrotation effect at
the surface h(0) is more dominant for larger values of the boundary parameter m. The velocity,
temperature, and microrotation profiles presented in figs. 5-9 show that the far field boundary
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Figure 3. Variation of f''(0) with M for different
values of K when Pr = 1, l =1 ,a n dm = 0.5
Figure 4. Variation of –q'(0) with M for different
values of K when Pr = 1, l =1 ,a n dm = 0.5
Figure 5. Velocity profiles f'(h) for different
valuesofMwhenPr=1,K=1,l=1,andm=0.5
Figure 6.Temperature profilesq(h)fordifferent
valuesofMwhenPr=1,K=1,l=1,andm=0.5conditions are satisfied asymptotically, which
supportthevalidity ofthenumericalresultspre-
sented in tab. 1 as well as figs. 1-4.
Conclusions
We have theoretically studied the problem
of steady 2-D mixed convection flow adjacent
to a stretching vertical sheet immersed in an in-
compressible micropolar fluid. The governing
partial differential equations are transformed,
using similarity transformation, to a system of
non-linear ordinary differential equations, be-
forebeingsolvednumericallybytheKeller-box
method. The effects of the governing parame-
ters on the skin friction coefficient and the heat transfer rate at the surface are discussed. It is
found that the skin friction coefficient and the heat transfer rate at the surface decrease in the
presence of a magnetic field. Conversely, both of them increase as the material parameter in-
creases.
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Figure 7. Velocity profiles f'(h) for different
valuesofK whenPr=1,M=1,l=1,andm=0.5
Figure 8.Temperature profilesq(h)fordifferent
valuesofKwhenPr=1,M=1,l=1,andm=0.5
Figure 9. Microrotation profiles h(h) for
different values of m when Pr = 1, K =1 ,M =1 ,
and l =1
Nomenclature
a, b – constant
B – uniform magnetic field, [T]
Cf – skin friction coefficient
F – confluent hypergeometric function
f – dimensionless stream function
h – dimensionless microrotation
Grx – local Grashof numer
g – acceleration to gravity, [ms
–1]
j – microinertia density, [m
2]
K – material parameter
k – thermal conductivity, [Wm
–1K
–1]
M – magnetic parameter
m – boundary parameter
N – dimensionless angular velocity
Nux – local Nusselt number
Pr – Prandtl number
qw – wall heat flux, [Wm
–2]
Rex – local Reynolds number
T – fluid temperature, [K]
Tw(x) – temperature of the stretching sheet, [K]References
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